Pro 8210s/8220s/8210/8220

B&W Production Printer

☑ Printer
☑ Copier
☐ Facsimile
☑ Scanner

Pro 8210s/8210
111 ppm monochrome

Pro 8220s/8220
136 ppm monochrome
It’s never been easier to grow your print business

Simplify the way you print with superior performance from the SAVIN® Pro 8210s/8220s multifunction production printer or SAVIN® Pro 8210/8220 production printer. Deliver high-speed black-and-white documents and give your customers more print options so you can capture more of their business. Impress with high-quality newsletters, advertisements, bulletins, direct mail and much more on diverse media, including thicker paper stocks and larger sizes. Choose from multiple automated finishers to give every document a polished, professional look. Create automated shortcuts and utilize preconfigured settings quickly to save time. Change consumables and make adjustments on the fly. And do it all with intuitive controls that help you simplify the most complex workflows and meet the tightest deadlines.

- Produce black-and-white documents at up to 136 ppm
- Create compelling output with image resolution up to 1200 x 4800 dpi
- Print on media, including heavy and textured stock, up to 13” x 19.2”
- Send information electronically via several scan-to capabilities
- Expand paper capacity up to 12,650 sheets to extend print runs
- Automate finishing to produce professional results in less time
Meet more deadlines, realize more opportunities

Simplify high-volume, low-stress production printing

Let productivity lead to profitability
Use the Pro 8200 Series to print up to 136 pages per minute and meet more deadlines — so you can capture more revenue-generating opportunities. Add optional paper trays for up to nine types of media and 12,650 sheets total paper capacity to target more types of customers and jobs. Reload toner and media on the fly with dual toner cartridges and Active Tray Indicator lights. Keep tabs on system status from anywhere on the production floor via the Operator Call Light. Trained Customer Replaceable Units (TCRUs) provide all the necessary critical components on-site for easy replacement without service technician support.

Get innovative with more media choices
Choose from a wide range of media options to make your documents stand out. Print at sizes up to 13" x 19.2" for closer views of manuals and drawings. Use heavily-coated stocks up to 350 g/m² for attention-grabbing direct mail, postcards, brochures, newsletters and more. Quickly set up and print up to 13" x 27.5" uncoated book covers and composites with the optional Multi Bypass Banner Sheet Tray. Take advantage of standard support for No-Carbon Required (NCR) paper to keep production of this important workflow in-house. You can also print checks with the magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) option to expand your client list even more. It uses Rosetta’s patented dual component ProMark™ 8100 MICR toner and optimized E-13B and CMC-7 MICR fonts to stand up to the punishment of dozens of passes through high speed reader-sorter machines.

Create with clarity
Impress your customers with extremely high-quality output at up to 1200 x 4800 dpi resolution. The Pro 8200 Series uses more granular toner particles, so you can create photo-like images with smoother gradations and halftones. The system also delivers consistent front-to-back registration for precise alignment from the first print to the last on books, manuals, directories, brochures, postcards and other documents.
More features to manage more types of jobs

1. **HCI3500 Plockmatic High Capacity Interposer (Optional):** Feed pre-printed sheets from two sources for front and back covers. Insert a wide range of offset, color or coated paper up to 350 g/m² within a single booklet automatically. Take advantage of two trays with 3,500-sheet total paper capacity for extended runs with multiple paper stocks.

2. **SR5050 3,000-Sheet Staple Finisher (Optional):** Perform up to 100-sheet stapling for documents up to 13" x 19.2". Add flexibility with the optional Hole Punch Unit.

3. **SR5060 2,500-Sheet Booklet Finisher (Optional):** Use the in-line Booklet Finisher, as well as an optional Booklet Trimmer Unit or Hole Punch Unit, to produce stapled and saddle-stitched booklets cost-effectively.

4. **DU5050 Decurl Unit (Optional):** Reduce paper curling for more accurate stacking and greater throughput.

5. **220-Sheet Automatic Document Feeder (Pro 8210s/8220s only):** Expedite copy and scan jobs with single-pass color duplex scanning up to 220 images per minute.

6. **BY5010 Multi Bypass Tray (Optional):** Add up to 550 sheets of unique stocks and sizes. Produce banners, included on uncoated paper, up to 13" x 27.5" with an optional Multi Bypass Banner Sheet Tray.

7. **Full-Color, 10.4" SVGA Control Panel:** Perform everyday print tasks with ease and customization and transition from job to job quickly from the post-mounted, intuitive touch screen.

8. **Operator Call Light:** Find out instantly from anywhere in the print center the moment the printer’s status changes.

9. **VCSEL and Granular Toner Technology:** Produce more vivid prints and smoother gradations for improved text, fine lines, graphics and photographic reproductions via Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser and more uniform toner.

10. **Heavy Media Support:** Produce 13" x 19.2" output with heavy media (up to 130 lb. Cover through the RT5100 LCIT) to expand in-house production deliverables.

11. **Paper Trays:** Perform longer runs with tandem 2 x 1,100-Sheet Paper Trays and two 550-Sheet Paper Trays for a standard total paper capacity of 3,300 sheets. Add optional paper sources to expand capacity to 12,650 sheets.

Savin Pro 8220s
Active Tray Indicators: See which tray is in use quickly, so you can refill other paper sources without interrupting print jobs.

SK5030 High-Capacity Stacker (Optional): Use the 5,000-Sheet Stacker to run longer unattended jobs. Move large volumes of output to off-line binding, packing and shipping quickly via the rollaway cart. Lock the stacker door when printing confidential documents.

TK5010 A3/DLT Tray Kit (Optional): Expand paper capacity for larger sizes without taking up too much space by converting a standard paper drawer to an 11" x 17" drawer.

RT5100 Vacuum Feed Large Capacity Input Tray (Optional): Support a wider range of media with a three-belt air-delivery system and feed coated papers from 40 – 350 g/m² with speed and accuracy. Add an optional BUS5010 Bridge Unit and two 4,400-Sheet Vacuum Feed LCTs to maximize total paper capacity at 12,650 sheets.

Energy Efficiency: Perform tasks using less energy. The device is ENERGY STAR® certified and meets EPEAT® Gold* criteria to help minimize operating costs while reducing environmental impact.

*EPEAT Rating is applicable only in the USA.

Versatile Controller Support: Use the standard print controller to perform everyday print and workflow tasks quickly. Take advantage of PCL5e/6 as standard PDL support and optional genuine Adobe PostScript 3 and genuine IPDS to integrate seamlessly into almost any host environment with incredible reliability and page-recovery capabilities.

Fiery® EB-34 Controller (Optional): Execute end-to-end automated workflows and simplify advanced print management to expand production printing. Based on EFI’s popular Fiery Server technology, this digital front end (DFE) controller offers more capabilities including Advanced Job Re-order and Tab Inserts. Plus, you can integrate its Paper Catalog feature with the MFP or printer’s Paper Library function to instantly synchronize a print job’s custom paper settings.
Make a big production out of productive printing

Transition to digital quickly
Use the Pro 8210s/8220s multifunction production printer/copier/scanner to transform hardcopy documents into digital files and share them instantly right from the control panel. Scan two-sided documents at up to 220 images per minute and send them via Scan-to-Email, FTP, PDF, URL and other scan-to options so your clients can preview prints instantly or receive important information for faster, smarter decision-making. Or, you can scan files to a USB or SD card and deliver the files to your clients directly for greater mobility.

Control workflows to simplify workloads
Now you can focus more on growing your business instead of setting up print jobs. For example, use preconfigured print settings to automate routine steps. Select frequently run jobs from the device’s Document Server instantly to save time. Use the optional Fiery® EB-34 Controller and integrate seamlessly with your Paper Library to access dozens of preset paper settings just as quickly. Plus, you can add Brand TotalFlow® Prep, Print Manager, Production Manager, Path and BatchBuilder software to automate repetitive tasks, minimize manual touchpoints and simplify workflows for even the most complex commercial, CRD or high-volume print jobs.

Impress at the finish
Choose from a wide range of options to give every job a polished, professional look while minimizing manual labor, errors and expense. Add automated stapling, saddle-stitching and de-curling to streamline production for booklets, presentations, newsletters, brochures and more. Automate multiple fold options to add another dimension for your direct mail jobs. Use the powerful ring binder for up to 50- to 100-Sheet ring-bound sets or the Plockmatic High Capacity Interposer to add pre-printed inserts from two sources. Take advantage of the Savin booklet finisher and its limitless output mode, so you can work continuously to maximize revenue opportunities. Or, use Savin’s Peripheral Interface Port (RPIP) to connect with industrial finishing options such as the C.P. Bourg® BM-e Booklet Maker, Duplo DBM-350 Booklet Maker or Watkiss PowerSquare™ 224 Booklet Maker. Additional manufacturer’s production finishing devices will also be certified for in-line connection with Savin’s RPIP.
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